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A NOTE ON SEPARATING FAMILIES
OF REPRESENTATIONS
BRUCE A. BARNES
Abstract
Conditions are given that imply that a separating family of unitary
representations
of a locally compact group G lifts to a separating family of
'-representations
of Z-'(G).

1. Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group. A collection of unitary
representations ^1 of G is a separating family for G if, given x E G, x =¡=e (the
identity of G), there exists m E % such that m(x) ¥= I (the identity operator). A
collection of "-representations 61 of £'(G) is a separating family for L\G) if, given
/ £ L\G), f¥= 0, there exists ir E 61 such that ir(f)¥=0.
In this note we consider
the question: Given that a collection % of unitary representations of G is a
separating family for G, under what conditions is the collection (lifted in the usual
fashion to £'(G)) a separating family for L](G)"?
Even in the simplest cases a separating family of unitary representations of G need
not lift to a separating family for £'(G). For example, consider the group G = [e, x}
where e is the identity of G and x2 = e. Let it be the one-dimensional unitary
representation given by it(e) — 1, ir(x) = -1. Then it separates points on G, but if

/ £ L\G) is defined by f(e) = 1, f(x) = 1, then ir(f) = 0. Therefore {it} is not a
separating family for L\G). On the other hand, if t? is a separating family of
""-representations of D(G), then the corresponding family of unitary representations
is separating for G. To see this, suppose there exists y E G, y ¥^ e, such that

tr(y) — I for all w £ tE. For f E L)(G) let f
/,.(•*) —f(yx),

x E G. A straightforward

w(/,)

= "•(/)

denote the function defined by

computation

shows that

forall77£r3,/£L'(G).

Now choose/ to be the characteristic function of an open neighborhood Uof e such
that t/and_y"'i/are
disjoint. Then/'¥• fy, but/andfy
cannot be separated by &.
In §3 of [1], S. Grosser and M. Moskowitz prove that if G has a separating family
of finite dimensional unitary representations, then LX(G) has a separating family of
finite dimensional "-representations. Their proof uses the fact that in this case there
is a continuous group monomorphism of G onto a subgroup of a compact group.
This is a special argument that does not generalize to other interesting collections of
unitary representations of G, such as the class of square integrable representations.
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We prove an elementary result that sheds light on the question above and has as
corollaries: the theorem of Grosser and Moskowitz, an application to the family of
square integrable representations, and an application to the family of representations that lift to finite dimensionally spanned representations of £'(G).

2. The main result. The designation unitary representation will automatically
include the weak continuity of the representation. When it is a unitary representation
of G, then we also denote by it the "-representation of £'(G) obtained via the usual
lifting formula.
Let T be a topological space. We denote by C(Y) the algebra of all complex-valued bounded continuous functions on Y. If A C Y,f E C(Y), we set

MU = sup{|/(x)|:x£A}.
Now let ß be a compact Hausdorff space. Assume that A is a closed "-subalgebra
of C(ß) which contains the constants. For u E ß, let

w={«'eQ:/(«)=/(«')

for all/£

,4}.

It is shown in [4, p. 126] that ß is a compact Hausdorff space in a natural topology,
« -» ¿bis a continuous map of ß onto ß, and / is continuous for all / £ A where

/(w)=/(w),

fEA,uEQ.

[4, Theorem (3.2.16)] shows that/ -» /is an isometric "-isomorphism of A onto C(Ù).
We use this notation and terminology in the Lemma below.
Lemma. Lei A be a closed selfadjoint algebra of functions which contains the
constants, A C C(G). Let K be a nonempty compact subset of Qisuch that A separates

the points of K. Given g E C(K) there exists h E A such that IIAIIc < 2\\g\\ K and
h(x) = g(x)for all x £ K.
Proof. Let ß be the Stone-Cech compactification of G. We consider G as a
dense subset of ß (via the homeomorphic embedding of G into ß). Note that K is a
compact subset of ß. Also we consider A as a closed subalgebra of C(ß). Now
to -» ¿i is a continuous map of ß onto ß, so that K is compact in ß. Since u -» ¿>is
one-to-one on K, K and K are homeomorphic.

Given g E C(K) m C(K), choose h E C(ß) such that h(x) = g(x) for all x E K

and II/ill¿j*£2||g||K. Then there exists h E A such that \\h\\G- ||hIIa = IIAll5and
h(u) — A(£>),w £ ß. Therefore
h(x) = h(x) = g(x) = g(x),

xEK.

If w is a unitary representation of G, then let w denote some fixed conjugate
representation of m as defined in [2, pp. 16, 17]. Any two conjugate representations
of it are equivalent [2, Theorem (27.26)]. Also, if \, rj E //„ (the representation space
of m), then there exists ^,r\EHm such that

(a(x)lrj)

= (ir(xH,v),

allx£G.

Thus if % is a collection of unitary representations of G such that whenever w £ GlL,
then w £ % (for some conjugate m of it), then the corresponding collection of
coefficient functions on G is selfadjoint (conjugate-closed).
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Theorem. Assume that <?L0= (flxjAeA **a collection of unitary representations of G

such that:
(i) %0 is a separating family for G;
(ii) m E %0 =» m E %0; and
(iii) the trivial representation is in %0.
Let <$l0 be the set of all representations of Ll(G) of the form irx <S>
irx ® ■■- ®wx
where X,,..., À„ ú awv choice of n (possibly nondistinct) elements of A, 1 *S n < oo.

TAevi610 w a separating family for V(G).
Proof. Let A0 be the algebra of functions on G generated by the set of all
coefficient functions
X^(v(x)i,ll),

tt£%0,

£,•,,£//„.

By (i)-(iii), A0 is a selfadjoint subalgebra of C(G) that contains the constants and
separates the points of G. To prove the result it suffices to show that if/£ L}(G)

and ¡Ghf dx = 0 for all A £ A0, then/ = 0. Thus assume JGhf dx = 0 for all A £ A0.
Let e > 0 be arbitrary. Choose a compact set K C G such that /Cv*|/|

dx < e. Let

A be the uniform closure of A0. For all A £ A,

( hfdxl= f hfdx- fG\K hfdxl= 'G\K
f hfdx
Denote by aK, the continuous linear functional on C(K) given by aK(g) = jK gfdx,
g E C(K). For a given g £ C(K), choose A £ A as in the Lemma, so that h(x) =

g(x) for all x E K and ||A||C< 2||g||*. Then

k(«)l=

(gfdx = •'AT
/"A/dx <Zz\h\ç<2t\ÛK-

■'AT

Since \\aK II = /a-I/I dx, we have

/* |/|áx = (

'G\K

\f\dx + ( \f\dx < e + 2e = 3e.

Then as e is arbitrary, / = 0.
We remark that the Theorem holds with the measure algebra M(G) in place of
LX(G). The proof of this more general result is essentially the same as the proof given
above.

3. Applications. Let %0 be the collection of all finite dimensional unitary representations of G. Then ^q satisfies (i)-(iii) of the Theorem. In addition, if it, t £ %0,
then w ® t £ %0, and w ® t is a direct sum of irreducible finite dimensional unitary
representations. Therefore the Theorem implies the following result of Grosser and
Moskowitz.

Corollary

1 (Grosser-Moskowitz).

// the collection of finite dimensional unitary

representations is a separating family for G, then the collection of irreducible finite
dimensional *-representations of V(G) is a separating family for Ll(G).
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A unitary representation it of a unimodular group G is square integrable if all the
coefficient functions

x-*(ir(x)S,r,),

Í,r¡eH„,

are in L2(G). A result of R. Kunze and E. Stein (see [5, p. 356]) shows that the
following two statements are equivalent:
(1) 77is square integrable;

(2)3M>0suchthat

Hf)\\^M\\A\2

for allfEV(G)HL2(G).

Now assume that 77 and t are square integrable unitary representations.
result of Kunze and Stein there exist P > 0, Q > 0, such that

By the

M/)I«!>M2, IK/)1<OMÍ2. all/£L'nL2.
Thus, for/£L'

D L2, \\f\\2<

1,

IK77
«»t)(/)|| = H/)®t(/)||<H/)||||t(/)||<7»0.
Thus 77® t is square integrable by the Kunze-Stein result. Then by [3, Corollary, p.
459], 77® t is a direct sum of irreducible square integrable representations. This
implies the following application of the Theorem.
Corollary
2. // the collection of square integrable unitary representations is a
separating family for G (G unimodular), then the collection of irreducible square
integrable *-representations plus the trivial representation is a separating family for

0(G).
A "-representation 77of L](G) is finite dimensionally spanned (FDS) if the span of
the vectors ir( /)£, where/ £ L\G), £ £ //„, and ir(f) has finite dimensional range,
is dense in H„; see G. Warner's book [5, p. 231]. It is easy to show that if 77and t are
"-representations of D(G) which are FDS, then 77® t is FDS. Also, it can be shown
that an FDS "-representation of L)(G) is a direct sum of irreducible FDS "-representations. Finally if 77is FDS, then so is any conjugate 77.These remarks yield our final

application.
Corollary
3. // the collection of unitary representations it of G such that 77is FDS
on L\G) is a separating family for G, then the set of irreducible FDS *-representations

of L[(G) is a separating family for Ll(G).
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